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Chimichanga enthusiasts can rejoice once again as the manga story for everyone's favorite Merc with a Mouth, Deadpool, will finally be getting an English translation in Spring 2022. The series, which ...

Deadpool Manga to Get Official English Release
They love their child and shower them with love. One day the father died in accident, the mother were devasted. A lawyer come and left the father will, and asked the mother to raise his illegitimate ...

Trying to find this dark manga about family and half sibling "romance" love
The destination that such a female CEO headed for was... A lesbian brothel?? Furthermore, she ended up falling in love in seconds?!

A Story About a Very Lonely Female CEO Who Falls for a Lesbian Prostitute in Seconds
Multiversity Comics presents Soliciting Multiversity Manga for Sept 2021 and all the many gems within. Well, most are gems. Some are just plain weird. So, you know, the usual.

Soliciting Multiversity: Top 10 Manga for September 2021
On this list, we’ve rounded up fifteen manga and manhwa series that we recommend you read if you’re into psychological thrillers. A webtoon that’s filled with plot twists and heart-stopping moments, ...

15 of the Best Psychological Thriller Manga & Manhwa Series Out There
The publishing company ABLAZE is making two new manga titles available for pre-order this Fall. Hit the jump to see what's coming!

ABLAZE Announces Two New Manga Titles For The Fall
The Witcher Ronin is an upcoming, full-length Witcher manga written by Rafa? Jaki, who worked as CDPR’s Comic Book editor for eight years, co-created the fictional card game Gwent, and is developing ...

The Witcher Ronin Is a Full-Length Witcher Manga Based on Japanese Folklore
With this week's WitcherCon, fans of Geralt of Rivia were able to not only see more from the upcoming second season of Netflix's live-action Witcher series but also had the opportunity to scope out a ...

The Witcher: Ronin Gives Fans Geralt's First Manga
Junji Ito is well-known to comics and manga fans for his iconic horror series Uzumaki, Tomie, and Gyo. To say he is manga's version of Stephen King would be an understatement - and a discount to Ito's ...

Horror manga icon Junji Ito on life, death, and using reality to scare you
Throughout the month of June, we read and reviewed various LGBTQ graphic novels and manga. Here's a list of what we read and what you should check out, too!

A Pride Month Recap of the Manga and Graphic Novels We Read
Viz Media published all 13 volumes of Tomori's A Devil and Her Love Song manga, and it describes the story: Meet Maria Kawai - she's gorgeous and whip-smart, a girl who seems to have it all.

A Devil and Her Love Song Encore Manga Ends in July
Seven Seas Entertainment announced on Thursday that it has licensed the DARLING in the FRANXX manga, the high school comedy manga My Deer Friend Nokotan, The Weakest Contestant in All Space and Time ...

Seven Seas Licenses DARLING in the FRANXX, My Deer Friend Nokotan, Monologue Woven For You Manga
Perhaps the most popular example of this is Naoko Takeuchi's '90s manga Sailor Moon, which told the story of a moon princess ... but she also made grand speeches about love and justice.

The transformative legacy of magical girl manga
Vinland Saga’s ending is coming up now that manga creator Yukimura Makoto has begun drawing the final arc of the story. Pic credit: Yukimura Makoto Is the Vinland manga ending soon? Series ...

Vinland Saga manga ending soon? Chapter 184’s June 2021 announcement has fans guessing
It’s clear that Hara already had a deep love of manga by this point, but how he got into actually creating manga is a whole other story. “By the time I was in second and third grade ...

Tetsuo Hara On ‘Fist Of The North Star’ And His Enduring Love Of Manga
PRNewswire-PRWeb/ -- "Under His Wings": an engrossing story that keeps the pages turning until its satisfying conclusion. "Under His Wings" is the creation of published ...

Author Rosemary Fisher's newly released "Under His Wings" is a riveting story of new love, betrayal, and faith for a devout Kansas family
Perkin Industries, known for a continually evolving and high-performing portfolio that spans social media and media, healthcare and healthcare services, and real estate, ...

Perkin Industries Announces Majority Ownership Acquisition Of Digital Media Company I Love My Dog So Much, LLC
But regardless of how many Japanese horror films we remake, or how many Dragon Ball episodes we binge, manga is a medium which hasn’t always proved popular with Western audiences. Anime ...

UZUMAKI, Junji Ito’s Horror Manga, Is Becoming A Beautiful Series
Lovebirds Gwen Stefani and Blake Shelton are reported to have tied the knot in a wedding on the country singer’s Oklahoma ranch over the weekend after nine months of engagement.

JUST MARRIED! Gwen Stefani and Blake Shelton’s love story
The story for the new project will apparently be focused on Tohru Honda’s parents. Katsuya’s backstory from the manga was cut from the anime’ third and final season that released in 2021.
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